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Say it with Flowers
The Dahlia

GEO. H. WALKER
NORTH DIGHTON, MASS.
Modern Dahlias

AMUN RA (Dec.). Immense decorative, resembling a glorious setting sun, unlike any color combination heretofore known to dahlias. The outer petals are a gorgeous shade of copper and orange, shading to gold and amber, merging at the center into a rich reddish bronze; one of the greatest dahlias of the day.

Price $5.00

AUGUST SHUMAN (Dec.). A very large full petaled decorative, often 9 to 10 inches in diameter. Light rose pink overcaster with yellow, and golden bronze.

Price $3.00

EARLE WILLIAMS (Dec.). Exceedingly large brilliant crimson, with white distributed through each petal. The flowers stand erect on long stiff stems. I consider this one of the most attractive of modern dahlias.

Price $3.00

J. W. DAVIES (Dec.). Deep shade of cerise at center gradually shading to a lighter tint; a very large flower, holding size throughout season.

Price $4.00

JUNIOR (Dec.). This is one of if not the largest dahlia grown. The color is a pure lavender pink. The flowers when fully out look like a large water lily. Its keeping quality is wonderful.

Price $5.00

LA PALOMA (Dec.). A grand flower of great depth and size. The color is a deep golden buff, shaded bronze, petals tipped white. Strong robust plant, flowering on good long stems.

Price $3.00

LILLIAN GRINNELL (Dec.). This new white dahlia no doubt, is as good or better than ever produced. Plants are dwarf and bloom profusely with flowers 8 to 10 inches in size (see Half Tone on front cover).

Price $5.00

MEHISTOPELES (Dec.). A grand large vivid scarlet flower, each petal slightly tinged maroon.

Price $5.00

MRS. I. DE VER WARNER (Dec.). Extra large deep mauve pink; a profuse bloomer, each flower on long stiff stem.

Price $4.00

ROOKWOOD (Dec.). Pure bright cerise-rose; beautiful under artificial light. The blossoms are large and held high, on stiff stems, above the plants.

Price $4.00

The above set of 10 Dahlias for $35.00
GREETING

It is with justifiable pride that I present to my friends and customers my twentieth annual catalog. It contains the most complete list of up-to-date Dahlias that I have ever sent out.

Many varieties, listed previously, do not appear, having been replaced by better Dahlias, of recent creation and introduction. Dahlia lovers know that "not how many but how good" is the important consideration, whether varieties are grown for cut flowers, or for exhibition.

I desire to call particular attention to the Dahlias listed under heading, "Leading Novelty Dahlias" Page 2. These have proven, both in the amateur garden and with the professional grower, to be satisfactory in every respect. I do not make flower exhibits at the Fall Dahlia Exhibitions or force my plants to get flowers that are far above the average size that we see at such exhibitions. My plants are grown as nature grows them. Bulbs selected from such stock should give far better results.

I guarantee all tubers to be true to name and to arrive in perfect condition. But to guarantee the life of a plant, while under cultivation, in the hands of another person is to make a dealer responsible for the errors and inexperience of others, not to mention freaks of weather, and unfavorable seasons, cut worms, improper planting, unfavorable locations and many others, which the dealer has no control over. It is therefore unreasonable to ask dealers to be responsible for the life of the plant throughout the season.

I am exercising the utmost care in handling my stock, yet errors may occur. In such a case I shall allow the value in tubers the following year. My prices are for healthy tubers from field grown stock. Remittances must accompany all orders, Post office money orders preferred. Orders are shipped during the month of May unless otherwise requested at time of ordering.

GEORGE H. WALKER.
Leading Novelty Dahlias

EARL WILLIAMS

AZALIA (Dec.). A large and beautiful dahlia; soft creamy yellow with apricot shadings. Good stems, and free bloomer. Price $1.00

ALEX WALDIE (Dec.). Cream ground overlaid with a delicate salmon pink. Price $3.00

A. C. LAWRENCE (Hyb. Cactus). A delicate shade of pink. Very large in size with great depth of petals. Price $4.00

AMANDA HOUGHTON. (Dec.). Large pale pink lavender tipped, dwarf in habit but good bloomer. Price $1.00

BEN WILSON (Dec.). A grand dahlia of large size, flowers on excellent stems. Color, orange red tipped yellow. Price $2.50

BEECHY (Dec.). A large deep purple of great depth. Heavy stems. Price $1.50

BONNIE BRAE (Dec.). Cream, shaded blush pink. A true decorative form of immense size, rather too heavy for the stem. Price $2.50

Write your name plainly on your order
CALIFORNIA ENCHANTRESS (Hyb. Cactus). A delightful shade of rose pink, blended with white. The flowers are produced on strong wiry stems. Price $1.50

C. C. Moore (Dec.). A lovely shade of golden apricot. Flowers large with good stems. Very sturdy grower and free bloomer. Price $1.00

CARIIBE (Hyb. Cactus). A rich Tyrian rose with lines of cream through each petal, fading to cream at tips. The petals roll and twist, making it very attractive. Price $2.50

CAPT. GRAHAM (Dec.). Large pale yellow flower, very thick, blooming profusely on long stiff stems; a favorite yellow. Price $1.00

CAMBRIA (Dec.). Without a doubt the very best light pink decorative. Flowers erect on long stiff stems, fine exhibition dahlia. Price $2.00

DR. FLOOD (Dec.). Large deep purple with double notched petals of rose pink tinted white, an attractive flower. Price $1.50

DR. P. FRANCIS WALKER (Peony). A very large full peony dahlia fully 8” in size. Color a pale rose shaded and blended to light pink overcasted with a yellow cast. Price $3.00

DELLA V. POTTER (Dec.). A lovely shade of lavender, slightly tipped white; flowers on long stems. Price $1.50

ELIZABETH SLOCOMBE (Dec.). A gigantic flower produced on long stems; a rich purple garnet in color. A well built flower. Price $3.00

ETHEL F. T. SMITH (Hyb. Cactus). Huge blooms of a creamy yellow, shading to lemon at center. Stems are perfect: plants of sturdy upright growth. Flowers often measure 9 and 10 inches. Price $2.50

FRECKLES (Hyb. Show.). Large full petaled yellow overlaid buff, striped and speckled with garnet, very attractive. Price $1.00

FANTASTIQUE (Hyb. Cactus). Unique in form, petals twisted, color deep mahogany, splashed carmine, often producing nearly white petals. Excellent bloomer. Price $1.00

GERTRUDE DARLING (Dec.). A very deep orange buff, shading a little deeper towards the center. A strong grower. Price $1.00

GEORGE H. ADAMS (Dec.). Large full petal rose, pink, marbled with white. Price $1.00

GORGEOUS (Peony). A wonderful red and yellow peony, with long stems. Blooms freely, averaging in size fully 8 inches. Price $1.50

Do not delay ordering bulbs, order early
John Lewis Childs

Geo. H. Carr (Dec.). Large, free blooming, deep purple; flowers erect on long stems. Price $1.00

Gladys Sherwood (Hyb. Cactus). Extra large cream white, very deep and full to center, having long, wide, satiny, pointed petals, that glisten in the sun. Flowers on long stiff stems.

Price $2.00

Gloriana (Dec.). Pure old gold brightened by a slight reddish glow in the center. Long stems; blooms freely all the season. Price $2.00


Price $1.50

Gee Whiz (Hyb. Cactus). Very large soft buff shaded with salmon; very perfect in form and a very stiff stem.

Price $2.00

Halloweien (Dec.). An exceedingly large, stiff stem dahlia with dwarf habits. Color a light cream overcast with pink and orange bronze.

Price $3.00

Dahlias beautify your home decorations
Harry Davidson (Dec.). Rich mulberry, tipped gold, shading to golden yellow at center. A novelty of an entirely new color. Price $1.00

Insulinde (Dec.). Large, rich golden yellow, overcasted bronze. Price $2.50

Islam Patrol (Hyb. cac.). Large dark velvet scarlet tipped and flushed with pure gold. An attractive flower. Price $4.00

Insulinde (Dec.). Large orange bronze with sal-
men shadings. Price $3.00

John Lewis Childs (Dec.). The best fancy decorative novelty. Yellow, splashed, and striped with brilliant scarlet; and generally with tips of white. Immense size, and stiff stems. A leader in this class. Price $3.00

Judge Marean (Dec.). In this dahlia, there is a blending of colors, changing with age. Color a glowing salmon pink, orange, yellow and gold all blending together most beautifully; each flower erect on good stems. Price $3.00

Kittie Dunlap (Dec.). Has the lovely color of the American Beauty rose. Flowers large on long stiff stems, of perfect formation. Price $4.00

Kanaka (Dec.). Large crimson purple, on long stout stems; fine exhibition variety. Price $1.00

Lady Betty (Dec.). A creamy white, with a pink suffusion spread over the flower; large blooms on strong stems. Price $4.00

Lorna Slocombe (Cactus). Very pretty shade of orange blended apricot. Well formed flowers. Price $3.00

Lou Colmore (Dec.). Large blooms, a blend of orange, yellow and tan; very free flowering on good stems. Price $2.00

Margaret E. Millis (Hyb. Cactus). A large wonderful bloomer on good stems. The coloring is amaranth pink, slightly splashed with white. Each petal inclined to twist giving a beautiful effect. Price $2.00

Maryan (Dec.). A neat and attractive dahlia. The color is a rich shade of copper overlaid with gold and amber shadings. Price $1.00

Mrs. Davidson (Hyb. Show). Extra large, deep royal purple, each flower on long stiff stems. Price $1.50

Maryan (Dec.). A giant decorative of merit. Color a rich apricot with orange and buff shadings. Flowers large on good stems. Price $1.00

In describing dahlias I avoid exaggeration
HARRY DAVIDSON

MERIOTORIS (Dec.). Yellow ground, shading to orange buff, with white tips, the whole suffused with a golden sheen. Very attractive; blooms large, on good stems. Price $3.00

MARY C. BURNS (Dec.). A dahlia of unique coloring. Outside of petals old gold, reverse a dull red, a most pleasing combination of gold and red. Price $1.50

NOBILIS (Dec.). Large attractive red changing to white at tips. Very attractive. Price $2.00

OSAM. SHUDOW (Dec.). A large, heavy, loose petaled dahlia, with delightful colorings of old rose suffused with lilac, shading to yellow at center. A sturdy grower. Price $2.00

PAUL MICHAEL (Dec.). Incorrectly named California Gold. An immense flower of bright apricot with bronze shadings. Good stems; fine for exhibition. Price $3.00

PRISCILLA (Dec.). A delicate pale pink, slightly tinted white. Price $1.00

POLARIS (Dec.). A large free blooming white, flowering freely on strong vigorous plants. Price $1.00

All Dahlias are sent postpaid
Polar Bear (Dec.). A pure medium sized white; blooming profusely on long stout stems. A great favorite. Price $1.00

Pink Lady (Dec.). Undoubtedly one of the best pink dahlias. The outer petals are rose pink, passing gradually to white at center; an abundant bloomer, flowers on stiff stems. Price $3.00

Pearl Ruggles (Peony). One of the largest peony dahlias, carmine rose suffused with pink, shading lighter at tips, with distinct white at base. The petals twist and curl giving the flower a very charming effect. Price $1.00

Rainbow. (Dec.). An unusual color, old gold suffused Oriental red; large and perfect. Price $3.00

Rosa Nell (Dec.). One of the sensational dahlias of the day. A clear, bright rose, which attracts instant attention. Large blooms with beautiful foliage. Price $3.00

Royal Gold (Dec.). A striking shade of glowing amber. Flowers are exceedingly satisfactory, though not immense. Price $1.50

Red Cross (Hyb. Cactus). A fine combination of red and yellow. A very large flower of an attractive form. Produces long stems, and well suited for cut-flower. Price $2.00

Rose Mawr (Dec.). Lovely shade of deep rose-pink; flowers of fair size on long stems. Blooms profusely. Price $2.00

Scottish Chief (Dec.). Pure amber, with a slight bronze tinge, sometimes tipped white; very attractive when growing in the garden. Price $1.50

Snowdrift (Hyb. Cactus). A dwarf growing dahlia. Pure white, stems long and stiff; flowers exceedingly large. Price $2.00

Shadow's Lavender (Dec.). An exquisitely beautiful combination of lavender and orchid pink. Flowers are large, on long stems, held high above the foliage. One of the prize winners among modern dahlias. Price $4.00

Sister Threissa (Dec.). A dwarf, robust growing plant, blooming profusely. A beautiful shade of cream, the base of each petal is yellow which gives the whole flower a tinted effect. Price $1.50

at catalog prices, except collections
Shower of Gold (Dec.). Brilliant yellow; deepening to soft apricot towards the center. Petals slightly fluted. Strong stems, and flowers well in all climates. Price $2.00

Seahorse (Hyb. Cactus). An English hybrid with very attractive colorings, golden yellow with distinct white tips. A free bloomer and good stems. Price $1.00

San Francisco (Hyb. Cactus). Immense flowers of a reddish bronze; petals broad and twisted. Flowers upright on long stiff stems. Price $1.00

Tekia (Peony). A large, deep red blooming freely. Each flower perfect and on long stiff stems. Price $1.00

The Mahdi (Dec.). A large deep golden bronze, tinged with rose and carmine. Price $1.00

The President (Dec.). Very large, deep red, tipped white; flowers freely on good stems, very attractive. Price $4.00

The U. S. A. (Hyb. Cactus). Large; deep orange, very unusual color so hard to attain in a dahlia. A very novel and unique formation as well as color. Price $3.00

The New Moon (Hyb. Cactus). Immense blooms of canary yellow, tipped white. Long stems and free blooming. Price $5.00

Theodore Vail (Dec.). Large flowers of old gold shading to apricot, a color much admired. Price $1.50

Virginia (Dec.). One of the best medium pinks. The flowers are large, on long stems, blooming profusely. Price $1.00

White Colosse (Dec.). This is the freest blooming white dahlia grown, producing flowers from 5 to 6 inches in size, even a better bloomer than the yellow Colosse. Price $.75

W. W. Allen (Hyb. Cactus). A well formed crimson red, flowering on long, stiff stems. Price $.50

Woodrow Wilson (Dec.). Deep red, heavily striped with white. Another desirable dahlia among the newer ones. Price $5.00

If you are satisfied, tell your friends
General Collection

A. E. Johnson (Dec.). A large clear pink, tinged with white, on long stiff stems; a fine exhibition dahlia. Price $.50

A. D. Livoni (Show). One of the largest dahlias bloomer in all the show dahlias. Fine garden dahlia. Price $.15

Albert Manda (Dec.). One of the largest dahlias grown; clear lemon mixed white and pink, very delicate color. Price $.25

Amanda (Peony). This dahlia is a perfect wonder for blooming, with 6 inch flowers throughout the season. A deep yellow overlaid deep amber, streaked with bronze. One of the best. Price $.50

Annie Slocombe (Peony). A very pretty hybrid peony, with twisted petals; a bright canary yellow. Back of petals, shaded a deep salmon rose. The petals are of waxy appearance. The flowers are large and very attractive; certainly one of the best. Price $1.50

Attraction (Dec.). An exquisite shade of pink, flowers profuse on long stems, well above foliage. One of the best garden varieties. Price $.50

Bell Slocombe (Dec.). A large, broad petalled decorative, flowering on long stiff stems; deep rose, shaded carmine and wine; a very attractive flower. Price $1.00

Bertha Storey (Dec.). A delicate deep pink of large size, on good long stems. The petals are loosely arranged making its form extremely pleasing. Price $.75

Bertha Von Suttner (Peony). Blush rose, salmon tinted; very large delicate and graceful flowers, erect on good stems. Price $1.00

Billy Burke (Hyb. Cactus). Large, attractive, pale lemon, white, slightly tinged with pink. The flowers are gracefully held on long stems, petals slightly twisted. Price $1.00

Caroline Wintjen (Dec.). Beautiful salmon pink with rose shadings. A very free bloomer. Large flowers on long stems. Blooms have a thick full center. Price $1.50

Challenger (Dec.). A large, well formed decorative of a deep salmon, shaded to yellow, with rose pink at tips; petals partly twisted; very fine. Price $.35

Write your name and address plainly
CHIEFTAIN (Dec.). A fine large decorative, deep wine shaded to purple; one of the freest bloomers. Price $.50

CITY OF PORTLAND (Dec.). An exceedingly large clear golden yellow; long stiff stems; petals gracefully formed. Price $1.00

CREAM KING (Peony). A light shade of cream slightly shaded primrose, flowers large on good stems. Price $.75

CORRIE (Dec.). A lovely shade of heliotrope pink; flowers on long stiff stems all above the foliage. Price $.75.

COUNTESS OF LONSDALE (Cactus). No better cactus dahlia grown; free and good stem, color salmon pink. A fine all-round dahlia. Price $.35

DELICE (Dec.). The very best pink dahlia in cultivation; on long stems well above the foliage. Excellent garden variety. Price $.20

DR. TEVIS (Dec.). Salmon rose, suffused with gold shadings with apricot center; flowers are large on long stems, well above the foliage; very attractive as a garden decoration; one of the best exhibition varieties. Price $1.00

If this catalog is of no use to you
UP-TO-DATE DAHLIAS

Dr. Robert Taylor (Peony). Large deep pink, slightly splashed cream. The petals are long rolling and twisting; very graceful. Price $.35

Dr. Rusby (Peony). A full blooming pale yellow of large size, flowers on stems well above the foliage; one of the best. Price $.25

Dreer's White (Show). Large pure white; excellent bloomer. Fine for garden and exhibition. Price $.25

Duchess of Brunswick (Peony). Large 8 or 9 inch flowers of a brilliant red, shaded apricot on reverse of petals. A very fine garden or exhibition variety. Price $1.00

Elsie Davidson (Show). The very freest lemon yellow dahlia in this type; makes a fine showing all the season. Price $.35

Exquisite (Peony). This is without doubt the best scarlet peony grown. Flowers are on long stems. Each petal has a velvet sheen that brightens the flowers. Price $.50

F. C. Burns (Dec.). A lovely shell pink of striking form on good stem; very desirable for all purposes. Price $1.00

Flamingo (Dec.). A very fine deep pink, each petal slightly tipped white; the flowers are very attractive and bloom in profusion. Price $.50

Forest Loma (Peony). Deep cerise pink, blotched and streaked canary yellow, petals slightly twisted. Flowers large on good stem. Price $.50

Geisha (Peony). A very striking red and yellow variety known by nearly everybody; blooming profusely and on good stems. Price $1.00

Gen. Miles (Dec. Show). The finest bi-colored dahlia grown, of massive size; color a light lavender with pink and violet, striped purple magenta. Price $1.00

George Walters (Hyb. Cactus). I have never seen a more all-round dahlia, a most wonderful bloomer, always produces a large flower. Color a salmon rose shaded silvery pink. Price $1.00

Golden Eagle (Cactus). Large rich golden yellow, blooming freely, average size flowers. Price $.25

Golden West (Cactus). A wonderful free bloomer, on long stems; color a light amber yellow shading to a bronze at end of petals. One of the best. Price $1.00

do me a favor by giving it to a friend
GRIZZLY (Dec.). A very large flower of deep maroon with good substance. The flower is perfect, with good stems. Price $2.00

GT. BRITAIN (Peony). A clear mauve lilac, petals gracefully formed. A very free bloomer, with good stems holding the large flowers erect. Price $.50

GRANDPA (Dec.). A wonderful free blooming dahlia on stems well above the foliage; color a deep wine red with maroon markings in the center of each petal. It is a great keeper and excellent cut flower variety. Price $.50

GRAND DUCHESS MARIE (Show). Blooms profusely. Stems from 12 to 18 inches in length; color is very striking rich buff overlaid orange; reverse petals pink. Price $.35

HELENE (Dec.). A new dahlia that is attractive to all who see it growing. The flowers are a beautiful shade of pink tinted white with carmine edging blooming continually the whole season. Price $1.50

Do not delay ordering, order early
HELEN HOLLIS (Show). The very best scarlet dahlia in this class grown; flowers of excellent quality in great profusion. Price $.25

HELEN DURNBAUGH (Hyb. Cactus). A large delicate blush pink flower deepening at center to soft rose, producing a very beautiful effect. Price $1.00


HORTULANUS FIEZ (Dec.). Large, free blooming rose pink slightly tinged with yellow and old gold; flowers borne on long stems. Price $1.00

INA MACKAY (Cactus). A fine deep orange; incurved petals; blooms in profusion on good stems well above the foliage; a very attractive variety. I know of no better variety of its color, or so desirable for Autumn decoration. Price $1.00

ISIS (Peony). A lovely shade of heliotrope pink shaded to rose; very free and good bloomer. Price $1.00

J. CHARMET (Dec.). One of the best old pink decorative with delicacy of color hard to duplicate in some of the later varieties. Price $.20

JANE SELBY (Dec.). An immense decorative of wonderful formation; a beautiful shade of pink. The flowers are on long stems above the foliage. Price $1.00

JOHN H. SLOCOMBE (Dec.). This is a wonderful, immense dahlia deep red suffused with a velvety sheen, blooming freely. Often measures 8 to 10 inches on very long stems. Price $1.50

KALIF (Hybrid Cactus). The best bright scarlet, large cactus dahlia. Flowers on long stiff stems, and a profuse bloomer. Price $.75

KING OF AUTUMN (Dec.). Buff, shaded or darkened salmon; in some soils "a luminous salmon-pink passing to golden suffused buff near the edges, and particularly pleasing under artificial light." A very vigorous plant, with fine foliage. Blooms early and abundantly, Disbudding will secure six-inch flowers. Price $1.00

LA FAVORITE. (Hyb. Cactus). A very popular dahlia; a beautiful shade of orange. Flowers are large with good stems. Price $.75

LA RIANTE (Peony). A deep lavender pink, on long fine stems; one of the freest bloomers in the garden. A very showy dahlia. Price $.25

Kindly acknowledge receipt of this catalog
Lady Helen (Hyb. Cactus). A beautifully formed dahlia of immense size on long stiff stems. A deep shade of pink with slight veins of white and cream; one of the best. Price $2.50

Latona (Peony). This dahlia has proved very satisfactory as to color, stem and size; a pretty straw yellow shaded and blended to orange, blooming profusely. Price $.75

Le Grand Manitou (Dec.). A fine old Dahlia of large size and attractive; lavender, shaded white and mauve, striped violet red. One of the very best fancy dahlias. Price $.25

Liberty (Peony). This I consider the best all round dahlia of its class I grow; a rich orange red, shaded bronze. Flowers very large. Price $.35

Madonna (Dec.). A large white, each petal shaded to pearl with slight pink markings; flowers large on good stems. Price $.75

Mad. Davanot (Dec.). This dahlia without exception is one of the best garden dahlias of its color grown; a large white, shaded and tinted pink and lavender, with long stems. Price $.50

Eighteen free blooming Dahlias, $2.00
Madam Tierney (Dec.). Large, pure white on long stems, blooming profusely. The flowers are of great depth, giving this dahlia a solid and impressive appearance. Price $.50

Mad. Henri Cayeux (Cactus). Pink, slightly tipped white; good free bloomer, medium stem. Garden or exhibition. Price $.50

Mad. Dimont Bijstein (Peony). A delicate lilac mauve; blooms freely on long stems. Price $.25

Mad. Theresa Steinhart (Peony). One of the largest of the peony type, often producing 9 inch flowers. An attractive shade of rose shading to magenta and carmine. Price $1.00

Mad. Varde (Peony). A large French dahlia with very long stems carrying flowers of a deep crimson lightening towards center to a carmine pink. Price $.50

Mad. Van den Dael (Dec.). Clear pink, blooming freely on good stems. Price $.20

Maids of Honor (Dec.). A delicate shade of light pink, tinged white, a great bloomer. Price $.35

Marguerite Bouchon (Cactus). Very large, brilliant rose pink, tipped white, with light pink center. Good garden or exhibition dahlia. Price $.75

Mary Cargin (Dec.). Fine shade of pale cream, slightly streaked, with tips of orange, a most beautiful variety, admired by all who see it blooming. Price $1.00

Maude Adams (Show). White with a delicate tinge of pink; exquisite. Price $.25

Minnie Burgle (Dec.). A large bright scarlet flowers freely on good long stems. Price $.35

Mons. Lenormand (Dec.). Large bright yellow, striped with red, often showing white on tips of petals. Price $.75

Mrs. Carl Salbach (Dec.). A sensational decorative dahlia of large size and perfect form. The color is an attractive shade of mauve pink; stems long and erect. Price $1.50

Mrs. Charles Sherbrooke (Cactus). This is a large incurved petal cactus of a scarlet shade with reverse of old gold; one of the freest of bloomers and attractive flowers. Price $.75

Mme. Coissard (Peony). Crimson, whitening towards center; very large attractive flowers and a free garden variety. Price $.50

12 choice selections Peony Dahlias $2.50
AZALIA

Mrs. E. C. Boston (Dec.). An unusual new white decorative of large size and great depth, always full to center, throughout the season.
Price $1.00

Mrs. C. H. Breck (Dec.). Without doubt the freest blooming decorative as well as one of the most attractive grown. The colors are a cream yellow base, shaded rose pink tinged at tips with carmine.
Price $.35

Mrs. Downes (Dec.). A large lavender-white, striped carmine and violet, flowers large on long stems. Very attractive.
Price $.75

Mrs. Jennie Walker (Dec.). The best medium pink yet introduced; very free bloomer on good stems. A delicate shade.
Price $.25

Mrs. Lillie P. Hathaway (Show). A large bright orange color; very fine dahlia; good for garden or exhibition.
Price $.50

Mrs. Marguerite Stredwich (Cactus). This is the best incurved, perfect form cactus dahlia, I have seen. The color is a combination of pink, softening and deepening at tip and base. A wonderful cactus dahlia.
Price $1.50

12 Choice Exhibition Dahlias, $4.00
MRS. NATHANIEL SLOCOMB (Dec.). The very best yellow decorative grown. Price $1.50

MRS. RICHARD LÖHRMAN (Dec.). A pure golden yellow of immense size, full center petals slightly twisted, very good keeper. Price $1.00

MRS. T. G. BAKER (Peony). One of the best white peony for cut flowers and show and the plants always full of blossoms. Price $.35

MRS. W. E. ESTES (Peony). One of the best white peony for cut flowers and show and the plants always full of blossoms. Price $.35

MRS. W. E. ESTES (Dec.). This is the largest white decorative in pure white grown; has good stem and flowers of quality. Price $1.00

MRS. WARNARR (Hyb. Cactus). This was one of the finest in my field; a dwarf grower, with exceedingly large blooms on long stiff stems, mauve pink in color. Price $1.00

MOONBEAM (Dec.). A lovely clear lemon yellow decorative, slightly tipped and tinged white; a free bloomer with good stems. Price $.35

ORIANA (Peony). A new shade of delicate deep pink, petals attractively arranged; extra long stems. Price $.50

PHILADELPHIA (Peony). The freest and earliest peony dahlia ever introduced. The flowers always hold the size through the season; purple-blue shaded to white, distinctly different in shade to any other dahlia. Price $1.00

PIERROT (Cactus). Very striking novelty dahlia pure amber, overlaid bronze, each petal tipped white; flowers large on long stems. Price $1.00

PRIDE OF CALIFORNIA (Dec.). Without doubt the very best medium red decorative on the market, blooming on long, stiff stems, well erect above the foliage. One of the best garden varieties. Much admired by all. Price $.50

PRINCESS PAT (Dec.). A beautiful shade of old rose deepening at center, slightly tinged at tips. The flowers are large and perfect on long stems well above the foliage. Price $1.50

PURITY (Peony). The best white peony dahlia for the home garden; blooming freely on good stems. Price $.25

QUEEN ESTER (Peony). A large free blooming light pink with yellow tinge on long stems well above the foliage throughout the season. Price $.75

QUEEN MARY (Dec.). One of the most exquisite delicate pink dahlias in the garden. The plants always full of flowers of medium size. Price $.25

25 assorted Dahlias, not named, $2.00
R. R. STRANGE (Dec.). Large; burnished copper color with gold shadings, having extra long stiff stems. A robust grower. Price $.75

ROBERT O. FLETCHER (Dec.). Variegated yellow, shading to white at tips; striped, flaked with red overlaid wine; produces often one of the shades in solid color; very attractive. Price $1.00

R-34 (Peony). A large golden salmon tinged with bronze. The flowers are of fine formation on long stems carried erect. Price $1.50

RUPERT LOMA (Peony). A rich old rose tinged with lavender at tips, each petal streaked with darker shades. Flowers medium size. Price $1.00

SAMSON (Peony). A cardinal scarlet on long stems; flowers well erect, above the foliage; sometimes coming with pinkish tips. Price $.75

SAN MATEO (Dec.). One of the best; variegated deep yellow evenly striped and splashed scarlet. Good formation and stem. Price $1.50

SANTA CRUZ (Dec.). Yellow, overlaid orange, striped red. Good exhibition flower. Price $.50

Kindly acknowledge receipt of your order
SNOWSTORM (Cactus). Large flowers of pure white, petals incurved; and early bloomer. Price $.50

SOUV. DE GUSTAVE DOAZON (Dec.). Enormous brick red; flowers freely well above foliage. Price $.15

STERNA (Peony). A pale opal yellow shaded to bronze, petals have a rich sheen; flowers large and free. Price $ .35

STUNNER (Dec.). A large canary yellow of fine form and good stem. Price $1.00

SULPHUREA (Hybrid Dec.). Very clear sulphur yellow; flowers large, borne on long stems; very free and attractive. Price $.75

SUNBEAM (Dec.). This dahlia has a fern leaf foliage, flowers large and free; color a rich red, tips of petals old gold. Price $.75

THE EAGLE (Hyb. Cactus). A large broad petaled Cactus with full center, blooming as free as any dahlia in my fields; a cream yellow. Price $1.00

TOPAZ (Peony). A new cream yellow shaded and blended to white at point of petals; very delicate shade. Price $.25

THE MILLIONAIRE (Dec.). This is considered one of the largest of its class and attracts admiring attention. The shade is a delicate lavender pink. The flowers are on heavy stiff stems. Price $1.00

VIVIAN (Show). A large rose pink, overlaid carmine and white; flowers are borne on long stems; a very attractive dahlia. Price $.25

W. W. RAWSON (Dec.). One of the best. White overlaid amethyst blue with long stems. Garden and exhibition flower. Price $.20

W. H. PEPIN (Dec.). A large pure white decorative on long stems carrying flowers erect, a good bloomer. Price $.50

WASHINGTON CITY (Hyb. Cactus). A gigantic pure white on extra long stems, the immense flowers well above the foliage. A greatly admired dahlia. Price $1.50

WHOPPER (Dec.). A large yellow buff shaded to orange, a very rank grower. Price $1.00

WORLD'S WONDER (Dec.). A large clear golden salmon deep thick petaled flower. The flowers are erect on long stems. Price $1.00

Unpack your order carefully
Leading Pompon Dahlias

ARCHILLIS. Pale pink a great bloomer.  Price $.25
CECILE. Small white, Purple tips.  Price $.25
DUGLASS TUCKER. Yellow, orange tipped, one of the very best.  Price $.50
FERN LEAF BEAUTY. Red and white very pretty foliage.  Price $.25
LITTLE JENNIE. Light red, good form.  Price $.20
LITTLE BEAUTRICE. Pale pink, quilled petals.  Price $.25
NEATNESS. Pale lilac tinged white fine petaled.  Price $.25
ALEC. Clear cerise, white tips.  Price $.35
BELL OF SPRINGFIELD. The smallest dahlia grown. A little beauty in form. Color brick red. Price $.25
BOBBY. Pure plum color. A favorite.  Price $.25
DARKNESS. Deep Maroon.  Price $.25
ELSIE. White slightly tinted pink.  Price $.15
GOLDEN QUEEN. A very free bloomer, golden yellow.  Price $.20
HESPER. Amber shaded salmon very delicate color.  Price $.25
HILDA SEARLE. A bright orange with full center, one of the best.  Price $.25
HELEN LAMBERT. Pale lemon yellow tinted with carmine red at tips.  Price $.25
KLEM. GRETCHEN. Orange buff. One of the best flowering pompons.  Price $.25
LITTLE BEAUTY. One of the leading bright pinks. A free blooming pompon.  Price $.35
LE PETTE. A very deep red magenta.  Price $.15
LITTLE JANE. No doubt one of the best pale lemon tinged with white.  Price $.25
MABEL. Red, white tips.  Price $.50
MINNIE RICHARDS. White, tinted lavender. Price $.20
MADELINE. One of the best yellow; tipped cream, and a heavy bloomer.  Price $.25
NERISSA. Without doubt the very best pink pompon grown.  Price $.50
SNOW CLAD. Free blooming pure white. Price $.15
SUNBEAM. Small bright crimson scarlet. Price $.50
VIVID. Bright scarlet.  Price $.15
ZOE. Lemon yellow, with white centers. Price $.35

This set of Pompon Dahlias, $6.00
UP-TO-DATE DAHLIAS

WALKER’S GIANT SINGLE DAHLIAS

ALBA SUPERBA. A fine large white; flowers often 4 to 5 inches on long stems.  
Price $.25

BACK BAY. Lovely deep purple; erect on good stems. A fine exhibition flower and keeper. Price $.25

BRIDE. Large pure white petals, even and glossy; best white grown.  
Price $.50

BLACKBIRD. A very deep maroon, nearly black; blooming very free. Price $.15

GIGANTEA ALBA. Large pure white. Price $.35

HOME, SWEET HOME. Height 4½ ft. The flowers average 3½ inches in size; rose-pink edged carmine, on long stems and blooming very freely.  
Price $.20

IMPERILIANA. Large beautiful clear deep pink on long stems; one of the best. Price $.25

J. FORBES. A large deep rich red, tipped carmine-rose; flowering on long stiff stems. Price $.35

MARGUERITE PERKINS. A lovely cream splashed carmine-rose; a very free bloomer. Price $.20

NEWPORT BEAUTY. A splendid flower 4 to 5 inches on long stems. Color a rich rose pink, shaded to carmine. Price $1.00

OPALESCEACE. Clear tango yellow shaded silver rose; very pretty. Price $.25

ORANGE BEAUTY. Pure orange, very large. Price $.25

PARABLE. A striking shade of rich purple, each petal tipped white, blooming in profusion. Price $.20

SENSATION. Scarlet tipped white. Price $.35

SHERBOLLA. Deep maroon tipped white and carmine. Very desirable. Price $.20

This set of 15 Single Dahlias, $4.00

SPECIAL OFFER

One tuber each of the ten beautiful dahlias illustrated in this catalog and two of my selection, 12 for $19.50

The above order is worthy of trial
COLLARETTE DAHLIAS

Cocarde Espagnole. Decidedly interesting; both petals and collar are gold; very large. Price $.20

Director Rene Girard. Rich purple, shaded lighter, with large white collar. Price $.15

Ed. Druery. Fine red, with red and yellow collar. Price $.25

Grampa Charmet. Deep rose purple with white collar. Price $.20

Homer. Large; deep pink, splashed white, with white collar. Price $.25

Louis Blackman. Cardinal, tinted white, with white collar, very free bloomer. Price $.25

Neptune. Cerise, and carmine with white collar. Price $.25

Oriole. Rich red with large white collar. Price $.35

Pink Beauty. A delicate shade of rose pink with prominent white collar, very pretty. Price $.25

Queen Bess. Cochineal red, yellow collar; very attractive. Price $.25

Salone. Rose pink and carmine, white collar. Price $.25

The Queen. A pure white with white collar; long stems; a great bloomer. Price $.35

Set of 12 Collarette Dahlias, $2.50

GLADIOLI

Exhibition Collection. This collection is made up from choice named varieties, well selected and from first size bulbs. Price 100 for $6.00

Prize Collection. A collection well assorted from named varieties which has won the honors in the past. Price 100 for $4.50

Garden Collection. This collection has always been very satisfactory and won its merits on the great variety of colors. Price 100 for $3.50

Special Gift Box. This includes 25 assorted bulbs, well selected and Postpaid for $1.50. The above 100 collections if sent by Parcel Post please add 25 cents per collection extra for Postage.

On receipt of your order
SEEDS

Walker's Special Assorted Packages

**Asters.** Package of Early Flowering, assorted in the leading colors; excellent for early cutting.
Package, Price $.15

**Asters.** Package of Giant Branching Comet Asters. Flowers extra large, on long stems and branching habit.
Package, Price $.20

**Cosmos.** Mammoth Early Flowering, a very rapid growing annual with feathery foliage, flowers fine for cutting. Package assorted colors.
Price $.25

**Dahlias.** A collection of selected seed taken from the best leading novelty dahlias. I am sure you will get a surprise in variety of colors.
Package, Price $.50

**Marigolds.** This package comprises the brilliant Orange and Lemon Prince, African Marigolds. The flowers are large and the plants robust growers.
Large Package, Price $.20

**Nasturtiums.** A package comprising an assortment of well known colors of the leading Dwarf types; a mixture which will please. Price $.25

**Sweet Peas.** A collection of Grandiflora varieties well assorted in the leading colors; a trial of one of these packages is certain to please.
Large Package, Price $.25

**Zinnias.** A collection of Double Giants in a choice selection of colors. Zinnias are among the leading garden annuals of today.
Large Package, Price $.25

**Fertilizer**

**Springfield Dahlia Food.** A plant food essentially adapted for use on the dahlia, not a concentrated chemical fertilizer but a perfect plant food containing organic materials, scientifically compounded. The use of this prepared food assures one of splendid success. Shipped by express only. 10 lbs. for $1. 25 lbs. for $2. $5 per 100 lbs.

Read Dahlia Culture before planting
Dahlia Culture

Dahlias do best in a light, porous soil, with good drainage. Wet feet are as fatal to them as to roses. While they will do fairly well in 25 per cent shade, an open location, in full sunshine, is much to be preferred. Do not have the soil too rich, for too much fertilizer, too much water, or too much shade, will cause the plants to grow tall and rank, but almost barren of blooms. Heavy clay soils should be made light and friable by adding ashes or sand, 40 per cent being none too much. Cultivation is everything with dahlias. Never allow the top of the ground to become hard and baked. Keep it finely pulverized with hoe or rake, particularly so during dry weather. If your dahlias do not do well any year the weather may be to blame. Do not blame the grower from whom you bought your tubers. Your soil, your failure to cultivate often enough, plus your weather, may account for ill success. Do not plant too early, the tubers may rot during a cold wet spell. Plant six to seven inches deep, laying tuber flat, sprout side uppermost; cover two inches, and fill in the rest of the soil as the plant grows. This may keep tuber from rotting. Do not plant when the soil is sticky-wet after rains. Do not let fresh fertilizer touch the tuber. Use a cupful of bone meal to a plant, and if you add any barnyard manure to very infertile soil, be sure the manure is old, well-rotted, and mixed thoroughly in the soil. A small tuber is as good, often better, than a big one. Dahlias may be planted from the first of May to the first of July. June first is about right. The dahlia is an autumn flower and blooms best when the heat of August has passed away. Follow my suggestions, and write me of your success in the fall. I have far better success from plowing manure into the ground in the fall where it can decay all winter, and at planting time using only bone meal. In a very sterile soil, besides

Remember, my aim is to please
this a handful of commercial potato fertilizer could be added at planting time. Wood ashes scratched into the top soil (not over two inches, lest the roots be injured) when the flower buds show, will increase brilliancy of color of blooms and improve the tubers, for all root crops require potash. Flower buds usually appear in threes; pinch off two, leaving the largest one, and obtain much finer blooms. Scrape away enough earth to make a basin-shaped hollow two feet in diameter about each plant, sprinkle a generous handful of sheep or poultry manure; slowly pour in three buckets of water; fill the hollow with earth after the water disappears. Repeat this every ten days and your blooms will be large and fine. After frost kills the plants dig carefully lest the necks of the tubers be broken; dry half a day in the sun and air, and pack closely, stems downward, in paper lined barrels and boxes, covering top carefully with paper, and then with old rugs, or bags. The clumps of tubers must not dry out during the winter, or the buds will be injured, very probably killed. Look them over now and then, covering more carefully if need be, and scraping off all mold or rot that may develop. When you receive my tubers, unpack immediately, check up to verify order, and keep them in moist but not wet earth or sand till planted.

If there is further information required on growing dahlias I shall be glad to answer any inquiries sent me, or help my customers in the selection of varieties, and choice of colors.

GEO. H. WALKER.
DAHLIAS
GLADIOLI AND SEEDS

GLADYS SHERWOOD

GEO. H. WALKER
NORTH DIGHTON, MASS.